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 4-STEP METHOD!#
Step 1: Read the Blurb!

Frame your mind. Anticipate how the passage will read. Will 
it be touchy-feely and filled with emotional situations or will it 
be fact-based?#

Step 2: Attack the Questions !
ID the later questions and leave a trail in the margins for line 
and paragraph reference questions.#

Step 3: Skim and Take Quick Notes #
You should be able to read 10 lines and jot the main idea in 
the margin within 15-20 seconds.#

Step 4: Attack the Answers!
When you run into questions, attack the answers from the 
bottom up and start eliminating the ones that are definitely 
wrong. If stuck between two answers, go back to passage 
and shake out the correct answer but don’t blow your pace.

TEST DAY STEPS - The first 60 seconds!#
- Always have an emotionless cyborg ready-to-destroy mindset#
- Write down your Start, End, and 5min warning times!
- Immediately review the blurbs of each passage!
- Find the ugliest, OLD passage. Leave it for last!!
- If you have more than one chart passage, do the least 

complicated chart passage first!
- Once you’ve reordered your passages, get to work on your first 

passage using the 4-STEP READING METHOD
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